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WIN THE FIGHT 
AGAINST PESTS
Comprehensive pest program  
tailored to your facility’s unique needs.
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It only takes one 
bed bug incident 
to hurt your 
reputation

Bed Bugs
UNDERSTANDING BED BUG BEHAVIOR

•   Bed bugs are skilled hitchhikers — they are easily carried from  
place to place 

•  They feed at night and stay hidden during the day 

•   Bed bugs hide in secluded places for up to 10 days  
after feeding 

•  They can survive up to 10 months without a feeding 

UNDERSTANDING ANT BEHAVIOR 

•  Certain species may bite and sting residents 

•   Ants may invade buildings in search of food, water, and shelter 

•   Ants may nest underground and beneath rocks, wood piles and 
trees, baseboards and walls outside of your facility

BIOLOGY
Bed bugs can live for up to a year and may lay over 500 eggs in a 
lifetime. These public health pests are a quarter-inch long and look 
similar to apple seeds.
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Ants are associated 
with unsanitary 
environments and can 
harm residents’ health

Ants

Pest sightings can adversely affect operational efficiency, health inspection readiness, 
food safety and your brand. The appearance of your facility is critical to long-term 
patient care. In fact, appearance is one of the most important factors considered by 
families when choosing a long-term care facility.1 You only have one chance to make  
a first impression — don’t let pests make your operation look dirty and unsafe. 

Pests  
Can Damage 
Your Reputation



Small Fly Service

Large Fly Program

Ant Program

Air Quality Program

Mosquito Program

OPTIONAL SERVICE ADD-ONS

Base Premium Premium Plus

Common areas & entry point protection for 
Cockroaches, Rodents & Occasional Invaders   
No cost treatment of up to 5% rooms if a  
problem arises 
Proactive monthly inspection & treatment 
in 1/6 of rooms for Cockroaches, Ants & 
Occasional Invaders 

 
Proactive exterior treatment for Ants  
Proactive monthly inspection & treatment  
in 1/6 of rooms for Bed Bugs 

For staff educational tools visit:  
www.ecolab.com/BedBugToolkit 

SOLUTIONS FOR  
LONG TERM CARE

We provide comprehensive protection against the most common 
pests, proactive options to eliminate pests and training tools to help 
educate your staff. Choose the level of service to meet your needs: 

* Interior is for kitchen and common areas. Service for ants is included 
only at time of regularly scheduled service.

BED BUG SERVICES 

Bed Bug Inspection - At customer request

Bed Bug Treatment - Upon pest sighting

Thermal EnclosureSM - Available in select 
markets for the treatment of mattresses and  
box springs

Treatment for Personal Belongings - 
Upon pest sighting

ADDITIONAL SOLUTIONS
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We Are Committed To  
A Higher Standard

Ecolab goes beyond pest control, putting our expertise  
to work every day to solve the industry’s most complex  

pest  challenges. Through our proactive people and 
innovative spirit, we protect you  today, while advancing  

new and better solutions to protect you tomorrow.

TRUSTED PARTNER
We forge partnerships that empower
you to win the fight against pests 

> Consistent, reliable expertise
 and service

> Customer care and technical support

> Staff training on pest detection
 and prevention

INNOVATIVE SPIRIT
We continually advance the science
of pest elimination and share our
expert knowledge with you 

> Proven, science-based protocols
 from our global RD&E Center

> Industry leading educational resources

> 140+ patents in pest elimination

SUPERIOR SOLUTIONS
We take a holistic and proactive 
approach with unwavering standards 

> Highly trained Service Specialists

> Targeted commercial programs to
 meet your unique needs

> Guaranteed results for a pest-free
 environment

CONSISTENT 
COMMUNICATION
We keep you informed of pest issues
so you can focus on your business

> On-site consultation

> Pest insights offer actionable
 information at your fingertips
> Emergency response
> Service reporting

1 Ecolab Place  
St. Paul, MN  55102

US: 1-800-325-1671  
CANADA: 1-800-352-5326

LEARN MORE AT: 

www.ecolab.com/healthcareprotect


